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Rapid-play serious games can allow players
to gain intuition about the use of a proposed
capability, enable researchers to examine
that capability’s influence on tactics and
procedures, and collect quantitative data that
supplement qualitative user feedback to inform
decisions about which new technologies should
be pursued with future development.

»

The analysis of user-facing future
technology is a difficult task but one that
plays an important role in the process of
research, development, and technology
evaluation (RDTE). The RDTE process includes many
facets, ranging from brainstorming potential threats and
opportunities all the way to prototyping and conducting
field evaluations. An efficient RDTE process is important
to avoid missing opportunities (culling good ideas) or
investing too much effort into dead ends (failing to cull
bad ideas). Unfortunately, many technology programs
fail before they even get started because they are seeking
to provide a capability that users do not need or will not
accept. However, recognizing which technologies will
be useful before they have been developed, prototyped,
and field tested can appear to be a chicken-and-egg
problem—how can we triage a set of capabilities before
they exist?
To understand how to address this problem, it is first
important to articulate what makes the task difficult.
Consider, for example, a proposal for a novel detection
technology that is light enough to be used as a wearable
sensor for infantry squads. If it is our job to decide if that
technology is worth maturing for that application, we face
several immediate challenges:
• First of all, because the technology does not exist yet,
we don’t know what technical trade-offs it will be able
to offer, what technical specifications we would want it
to meet, or where additional research is most needed to
close the gap. Is it more important that the sensor have
a low false-positive rate or a high range? A high-fidelity
image or a fast update rate? We don’t even know where
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a research program should focus its efforts or if the end
result will be acceptable to users.
• To answer such questions, one typically turns to current
domain experts and users. Involving experts and users
can provide valuable feedback on the utility of the new
capability and its likelihood of being accepted. So, we
might ask current squad soldiers what they would find
most helpful in a wearable sensor. Unfortunately, most
expert decision makers are intuitive thinkers used to
dealing with concrete situations, not abstract thinkers
who have a theoretical formalism that can generalize
to future scenarios [1]. Expert users may not understand why they are experts and thus not understand
what new capabilities will help them in a novel (future)
environment [2].
• To make the problem more concrete for the domain
experts, we might run a tabletop exercise or seminarstyle wargame [3] so that they can get some intuition
for what it is like to use the proposed capability and how
it might change their operating environment. However,
after such an exercise (or even a few), the domain users
are still novices at using the new technology, and they
haven’t had much chance to experiment with how to
use the technology in different ways or to explore how
it might change doctrine and best practice. The squad
members have only had a couple of chances to experience
how a wearable sensor might change their behavior and
how to incorporate it into current doctrine. In an adversarial setting, the red force will also not have had time
to develop exploits and counter-tactics. Furthermore,
we still rely on participants’ qualitative descriptions of
what they liked or didn’t like about using the sensor—a
method hindered by users with dominant personalities
or experts who are not good at theorizing.
• To address the issues that come from a small number
of qualitative data points, we might run a large number
of exercises and instrument users to collect data on
their performance and behaviors. However, that is an
expensive proposition if one uses traditional exercises
and tabletop scenarios that take hours or days to run,
that pull experts away from other tasks, and that
require participants to travel to a common location.
Such an approach is costly, burdensome, and slow.
The early phases of RDTE can seldom afford any of
those drawbacks, and developers usually face pressure
to provide a quick, cheap, and low-burden estimate
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of where to focus subsequent efforts so that the next
phase of the program can get underway with most
of its budget intact. If we spend all our time understanding what wearable sensor to build, the program
may be canceled or the problem may simply become
obsolete as the world changes.
So what we are looking for is a method of providing
users with a concrete environment in which they can explore
a future capability many times to build intuition, collect
both quantitative and qualitative data on their performance and preferences, and do so without consuming a
lot of program time, participant time, or budget.

HIVELET: Crowdsourcing Human Creativity
For the last few years, MIT Lincoln Laboratory has
been using serious games to aid in technology assessment programs. One of the most recent efforts is the
Human-Interactive Virtual Exploration for Low-Burden
Evaluation of Technologies (HIVELET). The HIVELET
approach focuses on early RDTE, especially when suites of
emerging technology are being considered for user-facing
roles. This approach combines economic game theory [4]
with rapid-play digital simulations to collect quantitative
data, improve qualitative feedback, and crowdsource the
ingenuity of human experts.
Under the HIVELET approach, players alternate
between two modes—capability selection and mission
simulation, as illustrated in Figure 1.
• Capability selection allows players freedom to select
different combinations of conceived capabilities,
allowing them to formulate and explore different
strategies that may deviate from current doctrine.
However, the selection mode prevents a player from
simply choosing all available capabilities; they must
manage a limited budget (representing cost or weight),
forcing them to think critically about what capabilities they really need and to carefully prioritize the
available capabilities. Players are not only judging if a
capability is useful but also if it is useful enough, given
its drawbacks and alternatives.
• Mission simulation gives players a chance to try out the
set of capabilities they selected to get feedback about
effectiveness and to build intuition about what did or
did not work well. The mission simulation is focused
on being short (e.g., minutes not hours) so that players
can make multiple attempts within a single sitting to
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Rapidly alternate
between modes

FIGURE 1. Under the HIVELET approach, players alternate between two modes—capability selection (left) and mission simulation
(right). The depicted capability list shows unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)–mounted sensor capabilities and upgrades the player can
mix and match, each with an abstract resource cost. The depicted mission simulation is a first-person, three-dimensional simulation
of an urban environment.

explore different strategies and build more intuition
through iteration. To achieve these objectives, the
mission simulator captures a key aspect of a critical
decision point in the real world and abstracts away
details not relevant to the evaluation at hand. Design
principles and scoring incentives are used to create an
environment that accurately recreates the pressures of
the real world while simplifying the real-world simulation enough to shorten the duration of gameplay.
After completing the mission simulation using the
selected capabilities, players return to the selection
mode. They can stick with their prior choices, refine
their strategy, or try an entirely different approach. They
then repeat the simulation, continuing to alternate back
and forth between the two modes. The alternation forces
players to combine abstract thinking about the value of
various capability combinations with concrete feedback
and intuition about the use of those capabilities on a
mission. Data collected during the game reveal players’
preferences, behaviors, and performance and can be
used in researchers’ quantitative analyses that complement the qualitative feedback provided by participants.
With appropriate design of the framework, a participant
can complete several cycles of selection and simulation
in an hour.
Both portions of the game can be hosted online and
played remotely by participants, thereby greatly reducing
the burden and cost per each data point. A wide range
of players remotely playing a series of short simulations
can quickly compile a lot of data that can shed light on
the trade-offs and priorities for the capabilities being
modeled. Researchers can also vary the mission parameters

to see how players change their preferences and strategies, thereby providing insight into the application or
the concept of operations (CONOPS) for which a given
future capability is likely to be best suited. For example,
the infantry mission simulator shown in Figure 2 can be
run using a range of different terrain types and mission
objectives to determine the flexibility or specialization of
certain capabilities.
This approach is a form of crowdsourcing—using
humans in large numbers to perform tasks that are difficult to automate. In this case, the task being automated
is the creative thinking and ingenuity about how to mix
and match future capabilities of various quality levels into
a coherent and effective strategy that manages the risks
presented by a real-world mission situation. Humans
are not good at fine-tuned optimization, but they are
excellent at creatively finding good combinations from
within a very large decision space. This approach is thus
well suited to the early stages of RDTE, in which we
need to rapidly triage an enormous design space to focus
more systematic traditional evaluation methods on the
most promising options. HIVELET isn’t the end of the
RDTE story, but it can be a critical step in making other
techniques more focused, more efficient, and ultimately
more likely to succeed than they would be if used alone.

Application to Infantry Technologies
The HIVELET technique has been used to evaluate how
a small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) integrated into
tactical infantry missions might fundamentally change
how such squads operate. The game modeled 29 capabilities (e.g., sensors and control mechanisms) and capability
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FIGURE 2. A player executes a tactical infantry mission in a digital simulation, using in-game models of concept technologies.
Domain experts who rely on experience and intuition often find it easier to provide feedback on concepts when they can try them out
in a simple simulation rather than when they are asked to engage in a purely theoretical discussion. Researchers can examine how
player behavior and preferences change in different environments and for different missions. The environments shown here, left to
right, are a ruined city, an arctic tundra, a large city, a rocky desert, an island, and a night mission.

upgrades (e.g., enhancements to the sensor quality or to
the player’s weaponry). In the mission simulator, players
navigated a three-dimensional (3D) real-time environment and attempted to recover data from a predator or
reaper drone that went down in a hostile urban environment (Figure 3). The player has to balance finding the
objective quickly with safely navigating the terrain to
avoid or neutralize threats.
The simulated city covered several blocks totaling
about half a square mile of dense urban terrain. Within the
city were randomly clustered groups of 20 to 50 civilians
and 10 to 20 dismounted hostile soldiers on the streets
and in alleys. Civilians and hostiles varied their behavior
between standing, walking, investigating noise, and fleeing
from noise. Once alerted by noise, hostiles became more
alert, and civilians had a chance to flee or cower. Civilians
and hostiles were dressed in a similar fashion, and some
hostiles were dressed identically to civilians. Only hostiles
were armed. The downed target would be randomly placed
at ground level somewhere within the map bounds. There
were between 0 and 2 false positives for the radio-frequency (RF) signal of the target and between 0 and 10
false positives for infrared (IR) signatures for people.
Future capability upgrades would differentiate those false
positives and more accurately classify targets.
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FIGURE 3. In this mission simulator, players must navigate a
hostile urban environment to find a crashed predator or reaper
drone, recover its data, and extract those data safely. They
must choose between future capabilities that improve the
efficiency of the mission and the safety of their squad, and are
encouraged to experiment with nonstandard tactics enabled by
those capabilities.

HIVELET supports a range of different selection
mechanisms (drawn from economic game theory) that
impose different limitations on what capabilities players
can bring on each mission. These methods provide
guarantees that rational participants will honestly convey
their priorities and preferences in the course of optimizing
their own scores. Different selection mechanisms (such
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as auctions, alternating draft picks, and cake-cutting fair
division methods) can be useful for collecting different
types of data. In this application, the players used a
random market—i.e., before each mission, the players
are presented with a list of all available capabilities, each
of which has been assigned a random price, as shown in
Figure 4. They may select any number of those capabilities, but the prices are deducted from their upcoming
mission score. In this manner, players are pressured to
make do with as few upgrades as possible, driving them
to think critically about the relative values of different
capabilities. The random market method was used
because it is quickly understood by novices and suitable
for a single-player experience.
The capabilities available included RF sensors that
help locate the objective, IR sensors that help identify
potential hostiles, image processors that help differentiate civilians from hostiles, various control mechanisms
for the personal drone, user interface displays available to
display sensor data, and advanced munitions to give the
players improved firepower. Players could combine these
capabilities to support a range of strategies, both conventional and unconventional. For example, players might
buy a “follow-me” control mechanism, an IR sensor, and
an augmented-reality helmet display, then perform the
mission on foot with a visual indicator of nearby potential
threats (such a strategy is depicted in use in Figure 5).
Alternatively, they could buy an onboard camera for their
UAV, robotic underarms, and an onboard RF sensor, then
attempt to find the objective and complete the mission
entirely with the drone, without putting their own characters at risk.

Bringing Quantitative Analysis to Early Concept
Analysis
Much of the work thus far on HIVELET has been on
validating its merit rather than on applying its technique
to particular domains. Data collected from initial experiments indicate that the technique is capable of quickly
providing useful quantitative data about the value of
future technologies. In this section, we review some of
the quantitative analyses that are enabled by this style of
rapid-play serious game.
We assessed the utility of rapid-play serious games
by looking at data collected from users who are interacting with the system, including participants with a mix

FIGURE 4. The technology selection screen is used by players
to choose what capabilities they will combine for the next
mission. Each choice is a capability (e.g., IR sensor) or an
upgrade (e.g., +30 meter range to a sensor). The number to the
right is an abstract resource cost that forces players to think
critically about what capabilities are worthwhile.

FIGURE 5. After selecting capabilities, players try them out in
a real-time simulation of an infantry mission. In the depicted
scenario, the player is clearing a route of hostile forces and
buried threats with the help of a UAV-mounted sensor package.
The player has to select a capability package that will support a
balance between detection, confirmation, and response.

of research and military backgrounds. From the data
collected about player choices, performance, and behaviors, we can see that the technique is able to bring data
analytics to bear on answering questions about future
technology. Figure 6 shows that a few hours of gameplay
is sufficient for players to start providing coherent data
to be analyzed: 1 hour of training plus 1 hour of solo play
was enough for players to stabilize their scores and start
producing consistent levels of performance. Players’ scores
were calculated from a combination of completing the
mission, avoiding enemy fire, and minimizing the number
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of technologies purchased. Players self-reported that 1 to 2
hours of exposure was sufficient to learn the game, formulate a strategy, execute the strategy, and develop opinions
about the value of the technologies, at least within the
context of the mission simulated in the game.
Once we believe that players have had sufficient
time to develop opinions, we can examine what values
they expressed. Figure 7 shows the frequency with which
each of the 29 modeled technologies was selected across
all participants, and we can see strong trends in player
preferences within this mission context—finding a
crashed airborne asset in a hostile urban environment.
Drone-mounted cameras and long-range dronemounted radio-frequency sensors were highly valued
because they allowed players to quickly and safely scout
for the lost asset. Interestingly, short-range dronemounted RF sensors were considered to be almost
useless, which helps us to establish the minimum acceptable requirements for such a device.
Drone-mounted IR sensors of any range were
selected very rarely by players. This result initially
surprised the research team as the IR sensors allowed
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FIGURE 6. Novice players’ scores improved and converged
over the course of a 1-hour play session following a 1-hour
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minimum is unbounded. Participants completed between 3
and 15 iterations within the allotted time. Those players who
completed 10 or more iterations showed convergence, and
those that completed fewer appeared to follow that trend.
Qualitative surveys support the theory that a short session was
sufficient for participants to formulate an opinion about how
to incorporate the capabilities into a strategy and how much
resulting utility those capabilities provided.
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Players had access to a full description of performance characteristics.
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players to know where hostile forces were in the city.
This valuation makes more sense when paired with the
qualitative feedback from players, who described the
best strategy as running the entire mission with the
personal drone and avoiding ever entering the city on
foot. Thus, knowing the location of hostile forces was not
important to this mission given the available technologies, and players discovered a strategy not anticipated
by the research team. One of the strengths of rapid-play
games is their ability to allow players to experiment with
new strategies and anticipate how future technology will
change tactics and doctrine.
Assessing players’ preferences only makes sense
if one believes that players are making good choices
for themselves. To allay that concern, we can look for
correlations in the data between players’ preferences
and their performance; such a correlation is shown in
Figure 8. Even though the correlation is weak because
of a limited data collection, the relationship in the

data helps to validate two important assumptions: (1)
in-game scoring motivates players to succeed, and (2)
players are honestly expressing their opinions in the
technology selection mechanism. We verified the first
assumption by demonstrating that players change their
level of risk aversion when the score penalty for coming
under enemy fire is adjusted. Even with no real-world
prize at stake, players who were given higher penalties for being shot within the game showed greater risk
aversion in their behaviors and technology selections.
We validated the second assumption by using technology
selection mechanisms drawn from economic and mathematical game theory. We used methods that are known
to encourage players to be honest in their assessments
of value and to not incentivize gaming the system or
lowballing a bid.
At this point, we have reason to believe that players
are forming opinions in the time provided, that those
opinions reflect actual utility within the game, and that
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Moving Forward
The broad field of serious games is growing but still early
in its maturity. By and large, it has been established that
digital games can be an effective tool for training users
and changing their behavior, but techniques for doing
so consistently and reliably are still an ongoing area of
research [5]. The HIVELET work ongoing at Lincoln
Laboratory aims to address that gap by providing and
validating a framework for systematically modeling a
domain and collecting useful data from it. In general,
Lincoln Laboratory’s work on serious games focused on
making games a data-driven field for supporting quantitative analysis, thereby leveraging the Laboratory’s
data-analysis and domain-analysis strengths. Our view
tends to be that a game is a sensor for measuring human
decision making, thereby providing a quantitative way to
study and learn from human experts. Thinking of a game
as a sensor helps frame how it can be applied to systematically evaluating both technology and user performance.
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Drone robot arms

the game reflects realistic levels of risk aversion. So, we
can trust the assessments players made of the modeled
technologies, at least within the bounds of the mission
they performed, the quality level used to model the
technologies, and the correct calibration of the scoring
incentives. As seen earlier, the strategies discovered by
players sometimes surprise the research team, meaning
that the method is capable of providing novel insights into
how the technology will alter current practice.
Assessing the individual value of technologies is one
thing, but part of the challenge of early-phase RDTE is
looking at effective technology suites, that is, combinations of technologies or capabilities that will enhance
performance. So, what we’d really like to discover is which
technologies are synergistic, providing more value than
the sum of their parts when deployed in concert. Figure 9
shows how data collected from rapid-play games might be
used to answer that question by providing correlations in
the selection of certain pairs of capabilities. In the illustrated example, there is a correlation between the use of
drone-mounted cameras and drone-mounted manipulative arms, indicating that each of those technologies is
more valuable when paired with the other. In contrast,
technologies such as IR and RF sensors show no correlation—the value of each of those sensors is independent of
whether or not the other is available.
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FIGURE 9. In this figure, each point represents a person. The
x-axis shows how frequently the drone camera was chosen,
and the y-axis is the frequency of selecting drone robot arms.
The graph shows a correlation of preference for robot arms and
preference for cameras, suggesting that the two capabilities
are synergistic. These results are statistically weaker than the
individual capability assessments because of the sample size
used, but they indicate a promising possibility for what we can
learn from data collected from rapid-play games.

Much of the research on serious games focuses on
education, training, and medical therapy, and deals with
the question of transference, that is, whether or not skills
or behaviors learned in a game will transfer to the real
world. A smaller portion of the field, including much of
the research ongoing at Lincoln Laboratory, is examining
the use of games in broader roles, such as domain analysis,
technology evaluation, or crowdsourcing. Traditional
tabletop games and professional wargames do explore all
of those areas [6], but they are typically not executed in a
data-driven or iterative fashion. Our continuing research
effort is to tackle problems traditionally targeted by qualitative methods and supplement them with quantitative
assessment from rapid-play digital games.
The HIVELET work done thus far has used a
resource-constrained market as the selection mechanism
that forces players to make cost-benefit assessments of
proposed capabilities. A market method drives players to
find a minimalistic solution that will let them succeed at
the mission. Other selection methods drawn from game
theory may be effective at collecting different types of data.
For example, cake-cutting (where one player divides the
set of capabilities into two groups and the other selects
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a preferred group) or drafting (illustrated in Figure 10)
focuses players on what combinations of technologies are
most synergistic or most redundant, and a draft (where
players alternately select the available capabilities) focuses
players on selecting flexible capabilities and building robust

FIGURE 10. An alternate selection method drawn from game
theory is a draft. There is no cost to selecting a technology, but
each time the player takes a technology, the red force (either
another human playing the adversary or a computer simulating
an adversary) excludes three items from the list, forcing the
player to prioritize selections and avoid brittle combinations.

strategies that do not rely on any one capability being
present. For different programmatic objectives, different
techniques can be swapped into the framework to produce
different types of data.
The mission simulator described in this article was a
3D real-time model of tactical situations. The HIVELET
approach can also be paired with turn-based strategic
simulators that are used to assess how capabilities might
impact higher-level decision making. Lincoln Laboratory
has done prior work on rapid-play games for strategiclevel decision making, such as the one shown in Figure 11.
We have not yet combined such games with the HIVELET
approach; analysis of the viability of such a combination
is expected in the future.
The infantry example described earlier in this
article focused on a single-player experience facing an
automated threat. Multiplayer cooperative and competitive modes need to be explored further to determine if the
HIVELET technique can also provide insight into how
technology changes team dynamics and adversarial situations. Multiplayer implementation of HIVELET is not a
technically challenging extension, but it complicates the

FIGURE 11. This dashboard style interface is for a rapid-play game that focuses on strategic-level decision making. In this game,
players are managing a forward-operating supply base that has potentially come under biological attack. Players use proposed future
capabilities to help determine what precautions are appropriate and how much to jeopardize the mission to protect base personnel.
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collection of data and thus may require many more plays
before statistically meaningful conclusions can be reached.
Research into the proper design of both the games and
experiments will be important to broadening the work in
that direction. Many emerging technologies focus on how
multiple users interact, so providing quantitative support
for the prioritization of technology that improves team
coordination and effectiveness will be a growing field of
interest that HIVELET aims to strengthen [7].
The most important piece of future work will be the
application of the HIVELET technique to additional
problem domains to refine and further validate the
technique so that it can be integrated more smoothly into
the RDTE process.
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